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1.0 Using the ‘Create Export from Field Set / Filter’ procedure 

1.1 Introduction 

This procedure will create a new XML export, or update an existing XML export of the same ID, 
using the fields of the currently selected field set, and the criteria for the currently selected filter. 

This allows a DSB System Administrator to: 

 configure the fields in a field set,  

 create and save a query filter, and 

 have a schedulable export automatically created matching these parameters 

 

1.2 How to Use 

Step 1: Go to the top tab and side-tab for the records to be exported (e.g., the Student top tab)  

 

 

Step 2: Create a field set with all the fields needed in the export. 

 
 

The field set can be removed after the export has been created. This helps keep the field set 
menu manageable. 
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Step 3: After closing the field set pop-up window, ensure the desired field set is selected. 

   

 

Step 4: Create a query and save it as a filter (recommend user-owned so as not to clutter the filter 
menu for other users). 

   

 

 Use the button to save the query and save it as a filter. 
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 Both the query and the filter can be saved as user-owned so they don’t clutter the filter menu 
for other users. 
 
Once the export has been created and tested, the query can be deleted, which also deletes the 
filter. The export XML definition will contain the filter logic, so the query can be safely removed 
without impacting the newly created export. 

 

Step 5: After closing the query pop-up window, ensure the newly created filter is selected. 

   
 

 

Step 6:  Run the ‘Create Export from Field Set / Filter’ procedure from the Options menu. 
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Step 7: Follow the instructions on the parameter form, using the links at the top for more help 

   

 

 Tip: It is a best practice for the ID of all tools (Report, Export, Import, etc.) to be: 

o All upper case, using dashes 

o Begin with your DSB identifier 

 

Step 8: Navigate to Tools > Exports and run the newly created export! 

  

 

 Tip: When working on an Export (or any other tool), use the 
“Modified in last 24 hours” filter to avoid paging through the full set 
of records.  
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2.0 Parameters / Instructions 

Export name / ID You may create a new Export in Tools > Exports by entering a name 
and ID. 

Leave the name and ID fields empty to have the procedure output the 
XML definition to the results window (useful for testing). 

Enter the ID only to update an existing export with a new definition 
(replaces the current definition). 

Header row Select whether to include a header row in the export and what to use 
as the name for each field. 

Include OID Includes the OID (primary key) for each record as the first column in 
the export. 

Fixed width Select fixed width if each column should be exported with a specified 
width. 

The export will be created with the Data Dictionary width for each 
Aspen field.  

Note: if a field has a “User field length” of 0 in the Data Dictionary, 
then the database length for the field is used. 

Edit the XML definition if different widths are required. 

Value delimiter If not fixed width, values must be separated (delimited) by one or 
more characters. 

Any character can be used such as a comma, a pipe ( | ), or the tab 
character. 

To use the tab character as the value delimiter, enter the word tab 

Value wrapper Enter the character to surround (wrap) all values, or leave blank if 
values should not surrounded by a character. 

Sort columns This is an optional comma-delimited list of column numbers for 
sorting. 

For example, 4,1 will sort first by the 4th column, then by the 1st 
column. 

Display SQL This will display the SQL of the selected object query. 

NOTE: The where clause will show the fields, but the values will 
display as brackets. 

See the generated XML definition for the values (the brackets) used 
in the filter. 
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3.0 Configuring the Procedure  

The ‘Create Export from Field Set / Filter’ procedure must exist in an Options menu to be used. 
By default, it is in the Options menu when on the Student and Staff top tabs in the Board view.  

3.1 Adding to a New Location 

The procedure can be added to a new screen in Aspen by modifying the list of navigation IDs 
(or navkeys) under the Navigation sub-tab of the procedure. 

By default, two Nav IDs are already configured: 

 staff.staff.list – corresponds to the Staff top tab 

 student.std.list – corresponds to the Student top tab 

Both of these are enabled only for the Board view. 

 

 

 

To add to a new location, simply navigate to the screen where you would like to use this 
procedure and copy the navkey from the address bar in your browser. 

 

For example, to add the Create Export from Field Set / Filter procedure to the Schedule top tab 
in order to create an export for the Board course catalog, do the following: 

1. Navigate to the Schedule top tab 

2. Find the navkey in the address bar of your browser (at the very end) 

3. Copy only the portion after the equals sign: 

a. navkey=schedule.crs.crs 
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4. Return to the details of the Create Export from Field Set / Filter procedure, the 

Navigation sub-tab 

5. Select Add on the right-side of the screen 

 

 

Click OK on the prompt. The warning does not apply to this procedure as it does not 
operate on any student, staff or other personal data. 

 

6. Enter the navkey from step 3 and check the box for the Board view on the right 

 

7. Save the procedure 

 

8. IMPORTANT: For performance reasons, the Options and Reports menus in Aspen are 

initialized and updated according to each user’s permissions ONLY upon login in or 

changing views. As a result, users will not see this procedure in its new location until 

they have logged out and logged back in again, or until they have changed views. 

 

The fastest way to see the procedure in its new location is to change to the School view, 

then return to the Board view. After returning to the Board view, the Create Export from 

Field Set / Filter procedure will be accessible from the Schedule top tab. 
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3.2 Finding the Navkey When it Doesn’t Display 

On some screens, the navkey doesn’t initially display the address bar of the browser. 

 

 

When this happens, simply select the location (top tab / side-tab / side-link) for this screen and 
Aspen will re-draw the screen with the navkey in the address bar. 

 

In the screenshot above, the current location is a side-link under the Student side-tab, under 
the Global top tab. Aspen indicates this location with a small triangle.  

 

By clicking on the word List, the screen is redrawn with the navkey in the address bar. 

 

 

 

 


